Guide

Small Business
Data Breach Response
This guide details critical steps to be taken in wake of a data breach
including actions for the first 24 hours and tasks designed to remediate
identified risks, communicate with customers and partners, and comply
with state and federal regulations.

Introduction
Almost one-in-three cybersecurity breaches in 2020 have involved small businesses, according to the
Verizon Business 2020 Data Breach Investigations Report, indicating that no business is immune to
hackers and malicious attacks designed to gain access to sensitive data and IT resources.
Even the most well documented and tested security best practices can fail, and you need to have a plan
in place to handle security events as quickly as possible. An inability to respond in a timely manner can
have an impact on operations and revenue, your business’s reputation, and even lead to closure.

This guide is designed for small businesses who want to create a response plan that can quickly be
executed in the wake of a data breach event. A data breach response plan is only part of an overall
breach containment and response strategy.
Visit our website for our full data breach response strategy guide to create a comprehensive plan for
your business by identifying stakeholders, response team members, responsibilities, and other tasks that
play a critical role in the response process.
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Initial Response
Acting quickly in the wake of a data breach is critical to maintain operations and your business’s
reputation. The following items should be executed within the first 24 hours of a beach:
1.

Record the discovery time and when your

response efforts began i.e. a team member is
alerted of the breach.

2.

Alert your response team members, including
partners, to begin executing your data breach
response plan.

3.

prevent further tampering.

Prevent further data leakage

By taking compromised machines offline. Do not

power them down – allow your forensics team to
perform their work.
5.

who may be aware of the breach – and
document everything possible.

7. Review notification process with team
members responsible for providing

messaging for team members, customers,
and the public.

Secure your physical location where the breach 8. Assess risks and priorities
took place to preserve potential evidence and

4.

6. Interview involved parties and anyone else

Perform a risk analysis to understand the
impact of the breach and involve your

forensics team to begin an investigation.
9. Notify law enforcement if the identified
breach warrants their involvement after
consulting with management and legal
counsel.

Document everything including who discovered

the breach, who reported it, and the type of breach
that occurred.

The First 24: Record & Respond
Collect and record as much information related to the
breach and response efforts as quickly as possible. The
same applies to all conversations with law enforcement,
legal counsel, and other officials.
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Next Steps
Actions following ones taken in the first 24 hours of breach discovery focus on further discovery,
resolution, and communication.
1.

Identification

Ensure your forensics team removes malicious

Create a report that includes all known

software and remediates identified risks found in

information about the breach, actions taken,

documentation with information on when and how

high-level timeline of prioritized tasks to

post-breach discovery. Expand upon earlier
the breach was contained.
2.

5. Report to leadership & owners

Alert your external partners
Notify all partners and include them in all incident
response efforts moving forward.

and steps required for resolution. Create a
remediate identified problems and risks.
6. Identify conflicting activities
Determine if any current or upcoming

business initiatives conflict with breach

response efforts and decide if they should be
postponed, and for how long.

3.

Continue forensic research

Determine if established security best practices,

7. Evaluate response

Once the incident has been resolved, review

including countermeasures and policies, were

how your business managed its response

and logs to confirm the compromised data.

your plan. A proper review will help ensure a

followed during the breach. Review all data sources

and make any necessary improvements to
better response process in the future.

4.

Identify legal obligations

Review state and federal regulations that apply

8. Educate your team

Take the time to educate your team around

and determine all entities to notify. Ensure that

the breach: the cause and how it was

mandated by applicable regulations.

your staff on any updated best practices or

notifications take place within timeframes

identified, steps taken to resolution, and train
policies in response to the breach.
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Resources

Downtime Calculator

Security Best Practices Webinar

cost of downtime based on existing data

protect your business from threats and position it

Use our calculator to estimate your business’s
protection needs and strategies.

Watch our pre-recorded webinar to learn how to
for growth.

Password Best Practices Checklist

Remote Work Center

simply promote the importance of secure

small business resources for the modern

Establish a password policy for your business or

Our remote work center contains a collection of

passwords in the workplace by placing the

workplace and distributed workforces.

Weekly Live Streams

Knowledge Base

collaboration, and other technology topics for

videos, and how-to's designed for today's

small business.

business technology.

Federal Trade Commission

Identity Theft Resource Center

National Cybersecurity Alliance

NIST Gude for Cybersecurity Event

checklist in common areas.

Join our staff as we discuss cybersecurity,

Visit our Knowedge Base for guides, articles,

Recovery
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Managed IT Services and Consulting for
the Modern Small Business
Valiant Technology is the award-winning managed service provider to innovative industries in New York.
While we are largely results-driven, our people-first approach isn’t limited to our solutions; it’s at the core
of our culture, everything we do, and a part of the shared values that make us an effective team:

Empathy

We understand the impact of

technology on businesses, and
its ability to enable or hinder
growth.

Service Mentality

We strive to provide the highest
level of service available, and

continually review and optimize
our own practices.

Expertise

We’re good at what we do
because we truly enjoy it and

continuously improve our skills
via regular training.

We do more than provide tech support:
We work closely with businesses at all levels to gain a deep
understanding of their unique challenges and implement
people-first solutions to enable growth.

When both your team and technology work together,
operations are streamlined, risks are reduced, and

opportunities for innovation and competitive advantages
are realized.

Learn more about our services by visiting us at thevaliantway.com, or contact our sales team at (646)
775-2771 or sales@thevaliantway.com to schedule a conversation.
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